I remember my first blog of introduction when I was so nervous about this class and now can't believe I am writing the last blog of this class is a huge progress. I really have no idea how to start but so far what I have learned in this class has opened up my thinking and reading level. You get more comfortable when you get to decide on your own assignment professor's idea was outstanding to provide us with different adventures to choose. I have got helped by my professor every time I need it, and she never neglects me I am so glad to have professor Shawna she is an amazing lady and a brilliant instructor, I would definitely recommend her to my friends who are looking forward to taking US government class. So far I have done almost 10 blogs missing my only 2 blogs according to the textbook and done annotate as well I have done the final slide, 10 minutes class, what your problem but only worked on 5 cites it was hard would grade myself for this assignment 8. I have done midterm, final term, 2 sentence chapter, class notetaker, introduction slide, and meme.